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By Avalon Weston, Anthony Richards

Pen Sword Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. When Gabrielle West wrote diaries about her war to send to her much missed favourite
brother in India she had no idea that a hundred years later they would be of interest to anyone.
Soon after the outbreak of the First World War, Vicar s daughter Gabrielle joined the Red Cross and
worked as a volunteer cook in two army convalescent hospitals. She then secured paid positions in
the canteens of the Farnborough Royal Aircraft Factory and then the Woolwich Arsenal, where she
watched Zeppelin raids over London during her night shifts. Having failed a mental arithmetic test
to drive a horse-drawn bread van for J. Lyons, she was among the first women enrolled in the police
and spent the rest of the war looking after the girls in various munitions factories. Gabrielle wrote
about and drew what she saw. She had no interest in opinion or politics. She took her bicycle and
her dog Rip everywhere and they appear in many of her stories. She had a sharp eye and
sometimes a sharp pen. At the end of the war she was simply...
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Very beneficial to any or all class of individuals. It is rally interesting throgh looking at time. You will not feel monotony at at any time of your time (that's
what catalogs are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Dr . Da lla s Reing er  IV-- Dr . Da lla s Reing er  IV

This ebook can be worth a read, and superior to other. Yes, it is actually perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period
will probably be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- Elisha  O 'Conner  II--  Elisha  O 'Conner  II
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